
Lacock Parish Council - Highways & Parish Steward Report – September 2020 

 

1. Enforcement of 7.5 tonne Weight Restrictions 

No further progress, despite several e mail requests from Peter Glen to Devises Police to arrange a meeting 

with the relevant Police Officers and Tracy Ince, the new Lorry Watch Co Ordinator based in Devises.  

 

2.  Meeting with Councillor Wayman, Dave Thomas and Michelle Donelan MP on Lacock Parish Traffic Issues  

Councillor Wayman has now replied and a zoom meeting is set for 8th October. 

 

3. CATG Report 

Report from the 14th September CATG meeting. 

3.1 High Street West Street Junction 

The CATG agreed to proceed with this project and for their funding for the next stage of implementation. 

Lacock Parish Council were asked to confirm their contribution £1,250 (25%) at next LPC meeting on 14th 

September. This will enable a street lighting and drainage survey to be undertaken to determine an accurate 

cost estimate for a future substantive bid application.  

 

3.2 The Notton Crossing                                                                                                                                                          

Lacock PC councillors explained to the CATG the issue at this location and expressed there is a large amount 

of local support for improvements amongst Notton residents. The CATG agreed to move this to their priority 

list and to arrange a site meeting with LPC councillors, Ben Anderson and WC Highway’s, Dave Arnup to 

investigate this issue.  

 

3.3 Social Distancing Measures within the Corsham CATG area to improve safety and accessibility for Cyclists 

and Pedestrians 

From the list presented, that included just one selected from the many submitted from Lacock PC, the CATG 

unanimously agreed not to proceed with any of the initiatives. 

 

3.4 The 30 mph limit on Abbey Bridge 

The CATG agreed the £7,000 funding for the implementation of the revised 30mph speed limit, subject to 

the LPC contribution of £1,750. This 30 mph limit is essential as a first step to allow other initiative to be 

considered to reduce speed and improve safety. 

 

 

4. Lacock Traffic Group (LTG) Subcommittee reporting to the LPC 

Areas of work under consideration, in addition to those listed in the CATG report section 3 above:- 

4.1. West Street /Church Street junction. An outline plan was agreed at the LTG meeting for traffic calming and 

was emailed to WC Highways for further evaluation. This plan will be presented to the LPC . 

This layout will restrict Coach/very large vehicles and in conjunction with signage improvements in Church    

Street dissuade them from accessing this narrow street. 

 

4.2. Nethercote turning area  

Stuart summitted the relevant forms to WC Highways for the yellow lining after LPC Meeting’s approval. 

The timescale for doing this work is not known, but with Covid-19 delays it is likely to be a long time. 

 

4.3. Parking schemes and costs to prevent unlawful parking in and around the Village. Residents are asking 

what can be done to stop this and to secure their own parking. As a result, the LTG undertook a survey of 

cars parked in the village , morning, afternoon and night, over a week to measure the extent of the problem, 

and to determine if one existed. 

 

4.4. Ice cream Van illegal parking – the ice cream vendor has recently applied for a street trading licence for his 

van to be parked outside the Abbey again. Pete S will report back to the LPC Meeting on this matter.  

 

 



 

4.5  WC Highways - Pedestrian Access, speed limits on Abbey Bridge to the Gateway 

We still need to get answers from WC Highways as to the reasons for rejecting the request for the 30 mph 

limit along the first part of Hither Way (village to past the zebra crossing). Still awaiting a WC reply. 

 

Pedestrian safe access on the bridge, traffic calming and the viability of a new footpath up from the bridge, 

needs to be further assessed and discussed.  This remains on the agenda. 

  

 

5. Drainage issues. 

This is being progressed with WC after a successful site meeting with LPC’s Pete S, Peter G and Dave Arnup, 

from WC Highways to explain the local unresolved drainage problems and to agree what work still needs to 

be done.  

 

6. Parish Steward (PS) 

               Work for September 

 Focus on clearing grips and gulley’s for the next few months to improve drainage before winter. 

 Clear the stinging nettles that are now overgrowing Lovers Walk 

 Cut back hedges at top of Nethercote to reveal ‘No Cycling and Footpath’ sign post 

 Request the WC Road Sweeper tanker back again this month.  

 Repair small potholes in Church Street and Cantax Hill 

 

Let us know of any other work or potholes needing repair? 

    

There is always more that can be done, so please let us know of any other jobs that need doing ASAP. 

Stuart Gregory and Pete Shaw 
 

 


